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This is a guidebook for transcending the human realm. It is to illuminate and bring forward this
process with compact wisdom sayings resulting from many relevant teachings. It covers the core
ideas, beliefs and behaviors that one needs to let go of, and detach itself from in order for this
transcendence to happen. It is also like activation elements for the ancient tantric Phowa
meditative practices. The practices of "conscious" dying. It clarifies how one needs to look at the
things in order not to rebirth like a human anymore.



ForewordTo let go of something in you is to change yourself in such a way, so no trace or
whatsoever will remain of this thing in you anymore.The "truth" cannot happen because you let
go of it. You kill the "truth", so no trace remains of the "truth" anymore. If you can do this, you can
do everything, and you can have all the freedom you can imagine.With these contemplations, let
there be freedom for the perceptive ones who always will be found by the freedom. Let there be
freedom for the enslaved ones who are blind to it. Let there be freedom for those who are
already lost. And let there be freedom to all entities in the universe.You're reading the only thing
that Pranihan can be: let go of everything. You are reading it as it is.Contemplation
SayingsEverything is in constant flux. All knowledge is impermanent. All wisdom is relative. The
impossible is irrelevant.The reality is not balanced. ---- The reality is not fair. ---- The reality is not
stable. ---- The reality is not predictable. ---- The reality is not certain. ---- Yes, it is not certain!
Diving into the ocean of infinite possibilities begins with the abolishing of the idea that something
has some ultimate validity.The higher intelligence, the less difference between order and
chaos.Everything is possible but is not certain. As much as you can make it certain, that much
becomes such.Nothing exists until it is created. Having a soul is creating a soul.The destiny of
your present reality is as much imminent as much known is the unknown.The gates of
enlightenment are everywhere. There is everywhere to go; there is everything to
become.Nothing is real, nothing is illusion; everything can be determined.Logic dances with the
chaos. Any logical point is illogical for another logical point.The more intelligent you are, the
more you doubt and the less you believe.There is no true and false idea. There is an evolvable
idea.The idea of impermanence is also an impermanent thing in itself. One should look at things
not solely as impermanent but simultaneously as permanent and impermanent.Something that
changes nothing is nothing. Something that changes something is everything.The more one can
control its sensations, feelings and thoughts, the more one can control its pain, illnesses and
suffering.If you keep thinking what you are thinking, you will keep knowing what you are knowing
and you will remain what you are.Being naturally completely alone without being disturbed from
that, is a present day rare virtue. And it is a common quality in the distant future.The sage is its
wisdom, but wisdom is not its sage.The wise one can not be known by the unwise one.You can
let go of something only if you find it first. None of the things that you are letting go are real. The
very let-go itself is a product of one's imagination. It is just the next metal formation that is
conceptualizing itself that is free from another mental formation.
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